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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a watershed transformation technique is used with gradient magnitude with
morphological open image and two important features is used as foreground and background to identify the
tumor. First the Magnetic Resonance imaging(MRI) Scan of tumor is given as an input and it undergoes into
watershed technique which is a topological boundary dividing into two adjacent brain cells. With the gradient
magnitude for segmentation technique the rate of inclination or declination of a tumor will be identified. To
identify the foreground of the tumor, open the image morphological, thus it acquires clear idea about how the
particular tumor will be closer to normal cells. With the background marker, the invisible tumor will be
identified using threshold value. In the segmentation output finally, the intensity, size, shape of the tumor in
the brain is displayed and can be analysis.
Keywords: Background, Foreground, Gradient Magnitude, Morphology, Magnetic Resonance Imaging,
Watershed Transformation.
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INTRODUCTION
Brain Tumor is formed of an abnormal cells. Brain Tumor can be malignant as cancerous and benign
as non-cancerous. When they are growing inside the skull the pressure will be high. Therefore brain will get
damaged or even it may cause the death. Fig. 1.The fact of brain tumor is, 63%of tumor will be as benign and
the remaining 37% will be malignant i.e., cancerous, everything can be categorized as primary, secondary brain
tumor. First the affected region of the tumor will be found out with the affine transformation registration
process. This region will be partitioned as a segment. These segments of the tumor will go in depth, width,
with the PNN, by doing this cavity of resection more and more problem can be found out with overlapping
intensity and quality of the tumor.

Fig 1: Fact of Brain Tumor.
Symptoms -The symptoms of the brain tumor is Fig. 4.Headache, vomiting, eye problem, ear-problem,
Fig. 2.Unable to walk and write, drowsy, Fig. 3.Mobile phone radiation ear-problem.

Fig 2: Unable To Walk.

Fig 3: Mobile Phone Radiation.
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Fig 4: Handwriting, Vomiting, Eye problem, Headache.
LITERATURE SURVEY
The stric should be align first for preoperative feasible approach to discover the post recurrence of
the MRI [2] scan by analyzing the characteristic of the [3] image will be the brain cell.[4][5]The recurrence
subsequent of the tumor and infiltration are predict accurately for the benefit of gliom as treatment by image
discover of gliom as treatment by image discover.[6][7]Method of registration deals pathological mapping
process with brain segmentation scan by the corresponding missing issue.[8]By the method of mathematical
correction less blood vessels of density in tissue of brain is proportional to gaddinium the regions of leak is
severe.[9]The machine learning methods is used with parametric combination to analysis the data with
grading brain tumor as well as more techniques of sophisticated to predict the outcomes in clinical
integration.[10]By training and testing with normal and adnormal cells with the classification of network. [11]
Using MRI is not feasible, it produced physiological data with relevance to clinical. It will be highly complex for
the post-treatment of tumors, but the merit is the time, techniques of image in the function of the MRI will be
established easily using diverse therapy it will detect the disease recurs. [12] With less member of patients coregistration and morphological image with high resolution will enhance the differentiation in-between the
tissue of tumors, but it is under the investigation into MRI registered image. [13] Based on a system of
Teleradiology with personal digital assistant as wireless access point. Here filtering is based on the spatial
techniques. While analysis with PNN classifier. This is capable of receiving, loading, processing and analyzing
the hi-quality static MRI. [14] It identifies the abnormal and uncontrolled of the tumor, with curve fitting and
algorithm of genetic for the use of segmentation. For the classification of tumor and non tumor SVM has been
used.
[15]With different fields this research is proceeding with the data in CT. The problem is very complex
in segmentation. Ad several part brain is disunited, especially with tissues in the brain. Though the
segmentation is important depend on the same character in MRI. This will be flexible to find the boundary and
the position of the glioma.[16]Raw image is represented in the form of pattern classification to decision
making. With large database this technique is proposed for effective and robust.LDA and PCA techniques used
to decrease the total count of feature which have been used.[17]decomposition of wavelet 2-D discreate is
preformed on image tumor for removing the noise the ground truth of radiologist by the experienced
treatment, Segmentation is performed analysis of quantitative in between the segment and ground truth is
represented with accuracy and error.[18]tumor cells structure is very complicated to uncovered brain tumor.
So sorting method is used for identifying the anatomical structure function with ratio based combining PNN to
classify the brain tumor automatically with GLCM and with FDCT(feature extraction)and PNN-RBF classification
all this combined and turned into training the MRI for judgement terminal shape but the testing was fail for
some people with detecting and accuracy.[19] For the purpose of stage classification and detection of the
glioma is proposed with the method of the glioma is proposed with the method of k-means clustering.
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Though the structure is very complicated it act has challenging problem. The anatomical structure is
segmented by MRI for identification ANN is used to classify the brain tumor types. Segmentation by CAD
decision making is performed in the future by training and classification of the performance and
accuracies.[20] The activity of the brain is measured with multiple task caused by the complexity of the tumor.
To classify the efficient it works on the SVM and this technique is compared with ANNs. i.e artificial neural
network. The quality will be better then ANN, the potential huge for the treatment and diagnosis of this
tumor.[21]the method of classification operator impractical for this data with more amount, the capability
with be very high in speed and the computational will be very low all this is performed with 2 steps i.e. the
discrete cosine transformation using extraction feature dimensional reduction and with classification using
PNN.[22]Healthy population for the atlas for tumor in prior of inject.[23]In non rigid area has the tumor grow
which archety by this extend of registration, the pathology and also healthy tissue resembles as deformed in
atlas.[24]optimization with multiple objective with image registration is presented. This deals with many type
of problem which is much more difficulty. It will addressed the issue in the tissue of brain due to identification
in separate task. It is based on model evolutionary with raising of intensity similarity with normalize some
relationship information and also minimization of energy requires to accomplish the transformation. With
raising of intense as same appearance with normalized as same relationship and also lowering of energy is
needed for transformation.[25] For the purpose of clinical usage the method with relative quantification by the
fusion of sophisticated technique.
EXISTING METHOD
In existing the method used is Deformable registration this plays an important problem in medical for
Image registration. In the clinical diagnosis, there are many ability applications are available like cardiac, pelvic,
retinal, renal, liver, abdomen, tissue, are Diagnosis disorders. In system of common co-ordinate two images to
process of changes in order to monitor subtle in the intermediate of two images. Thus compute
transformations in Registration algorithms to set the corresponding intermediate between two images. The
location is very difficult to identify in MRI And also Implementation is highly complicated.
PROPOSED METHOD
In the watershed system first the MRI sweep of the human cerebrum is preprocessed into a middle
channel, i.e, It de-modularized and modularized the picture by the interior component extraction with closer
view and foundation to recognize the tumor by the morphological open picture. A watershed is a bowl like a
landform characterized by highpoints and ridgelines that slide into the tumor distinguishing proof with slope
magnitude. Thus the Local minima of the glioma's inclination picture may be picked as markers, for this
situation an over-division is produced. Then further it experiences into particular marker positions which have
been either expressly characterized by the client or decided consequently with morphological administrators
by opening the picture to recognize the closer view of the tumor. With the assistance of foundation marker the
edge estimation of tumor will be determined. Then further it experiences in the change procedure like turn,
shearing, scaling, zooming. The last fragmented yield of the tumor will be made sense of.
METHODOLOGY
PRE-PROCESSING
First the tumor image of the MRI as an input is given. It is a high frequency process, in this median
filter is used to filter the noise of low frequency for smoothing the image by Fig. 5.Calculating the neighbor
pixel.
WATERSHED TRANSFORMATION
Is a transformation of pixel which descend the tumor. Fig. 6. It consists of gradient magnitude for
transforming the image as the ocean. This watershed is useful for the value of higher intensity. This is used in
image processing primarily for segmentation purposes. The Technique for segmenting digital images that use a
type of region growing method based on an image gradient. Gradient descent defines segmented regions
which is set of all pixels whose paths of curvy descent terminate in similar local minimum and it is bounded by
image feature.
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Fig 5: Example-Calculating the median value of the pixel.

Fig 6: Watershed transformation.
TRANSFORMATION
This is used to rotate the image of the tumor also shearing, zoom, scale the tumor of MRI scan Fig.
8.So that every tumor will be visible clearly. With 12 parameters, the differentiation of affine transformation
by exact position and also the size of the image.Fig.7.All the parameter will be represented by the translation,
rotation, shears and zooms. Each and very will have 3 parameters.

Fig 7: Transformation.
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This transformation will have certain procedures, i.e., Linear and non-linear. This linear
transformation is the affine of 12 parameters. It will be constrained by the framework of Bayesian by the
extent deformation of Bayes rule
p(p|e) µ p(e|p) p(p)
It is based on the prior range of empirical
X = S[xcos(θ) + y sin(θ)] + tx,
Y = S [−x sin (θ) + y cos(θ)] + ty.
Where, S represents scaling,
tx, tyre present displacements in x and y direction
θ represents the rotation angle.
Displacement of ty, tx is the direction of x and y
Affine transformation is preserved
F(α1p1+....+ αnpn)= αiF(p1)+....+ αnF(pn)
Where pi =

Fig 8: MRI Scan of Transformation.
THRESHOLD
This is a simple calculation method to find the tumor with their pixel values in the clip level of
segmentation. This converts the gray scale level into a binary image. So that with the background marker, the
invisible tumor will be identified using threshold value.
MORPHOLOGICAL
The gradient of the Local minima tumor is chosen as markers. It produced an over-segmentation in
this event which involves the region merging. In a clear way automatically with morphological operators a
position with specific marker is determined by the watershed transformation marker. This is used to identify
the foreground of the tumor, open the image morphological, and thus it acquires clear idea about how the
particular tumor will be closer to normal cells.
BACKGROUND MARKER
The invisible tumor will be identified using threshold value. It goes very deeper to find the background
tumor.
SEGMENTED OUTPUT
Finally the output of the tumor, which is the tumor will be displayed separately from the brain and so
that’s the size, shape, intensity can be measured and analysis as very accurately and exactly.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT
PRE-PROCESSING
Which gets the Fig. 9. Noisy image as an input and filter it by removing the noise from high frequency
and Fig.10. It improves its efficiency.

Fig 9: Noisy Image.

Fig 10: Pre-Processing
WATERSHED
Here this filtered input image is fed into the transformation as Fig. 11. Very deeper into the pixel of
the tumor.

Fig 11: Watershed Transformation.
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TRANSFORMATION
The transformation is done with the Fig. 12.process of rotation, shearing, translation, zooming. So
that the shape of the tumor will be useful for detection.

Fig 12: Rotation.

Fig 12: Translation.

Fig 12: Shearing
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Fig 12: Zooming
THRESHOLD
This is one of the simplest way to detect the tumor, which is based on the Fig. 13. Threshold value,
which convert gray scale to binary.

Fig 13: Threshold
MORPHOLOGICAL
It opens the image Fig.14.Very clear to identify the foreground of the image.

Fig 14: Foreground.
BACKGROUND MARKER
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The Fig. 15.invisible tumor will be identified using threshold value.

Fig 15: Background
SEGMENTATION OUTPUT
Finally, the intensity, size, shape of the tumor Fig. 16. The brain is displayed and can be detected
accurately

Fig 16: Segmented Output

Fig 16: 3-D Segmented Output
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CONCLUSION
Brain tumor detection based on watershed transformation is proposed with the gradient magnitude
to elaborate the pixel, along with morphological operation to open the image very clearly. Before that
threshold value of the glioma is measured by the foreground and background marker. Finally the segmented
output can be viewed with the depth, width, intensity, overlapping of the tumor will be displayed and detect
very effectively and gives 99.99 efficiency to determine the tumor of the human brain.
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